Because of the large transfer rate, kh, the excitation passes through a representative part ofthe reaction centers and associated pigment molecules of the matrix. The average number of quanta, J, absorbed per second in the reaction center and in the Nassociated antenna molecules, if each of the pigment molecules is excited, is given by
The emission yield of (bacterio)chlorophyll in photosynthetic systems is a function of the states of the reaction centers (3, 15) . Changes in fluorescence yield of (bacterio)chlorophyll by a factor of 3-5 have been observed correlated with the redox state of the acceptor, Q (a plastoquinone) of the reaction center of the 02-evolving PSII, and with the redox state of the primary donor, P (a special bacteriochlorophyll dimer) in purple bacteria.
Maximum photosynthetic yield is correlated with lowest fluorescence yield, O.. This weakly fluorescent, highly photoactive state is called the open state of the reaction center. Upon illumination the fluorescence yield increases under certain conditions and the quantum yield of the photosynthetic reaction decreases, because the reaction centers which were present in the dark in the states Q and P accumulate in the states Q-and P+, respectively. In a large number of publications (2, 3, 5, 9, 10) relationships are described between the fluorescence quantum yield and the state of the reaction center. It has been found that, under certain conditions, both in purple bacteria (17) and in chloroplasts (14) , a simple hyperbolic relation is found experimentally between the fluorescence yield, 4 , and the fraction of closed reaction centers, rc: o(rc) = a/(l-prc)
Recently it was shown (3) that a 0(rr) relationship as given by Because of the large transfer rate, kh, the excitation passes through a representative part ofthe reaction centers and associated pigment molecules of the matrix. The average number of quanta, J, absorbed per second in the reaction center and in the Nassociated antenna molecules, if each of the pigment molecules is excited, is given by
The fractions of open and closed reaction centers are ro and rc, respectively. By substituting r. by 1 -rc, we get J = Nk1 + kt -(kt -kt')rc
The yield of trapping is
The yield of trapping can be simply related to the measured fluorescence yields 4 and =. =():
where Nkf would be the fluorescence emitted per second by the N-excited antenna molecules. If we define A4 as:
the useful relation equation 8 can be obtained from equations 5-7 and 4:
Equation 6 expresses the trapping yield 4t as the product of A4, -t/t -kt') > 0. (6, 7, 16 ). In the carotenoidless mutants of the photosynthetic bacteria Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides and Rhodospirillum rubrum, it was found that the reaction center triplet state, PTIX-(where P is the reaction center bacteriochlorophyll dimer, I the intermediary acceptor, and X the iron-quinone complex) formed by a flash, under conditions that X was in the reduced state before illumination, had the same high fluorescence yield as that of P+IX"-). In carotenoid-containing species at low temperature (77 K), a reaction center carotenoid triplet state, PIX-carT, is generated by a short flash under conditions that X is reduced before the illumination, with the same high fluorescence yield as that of P+IX'-). In terms of the model discussed above the equality of the high fluorescence yields is difficult to understand, since it would be necessary to assume that all states mentioned have exactly the same trapping efficiency, kt'.
These data may be explained by the hypothesis that in bacteria both the formation of P and pT or carT induce a conformational change which causes the exposure of the antenna system to the same quencher with trapping rate, kt' < kt. It has been reported (8, 12) that the fluorescence quantum yield of preparations of aggregated antenna pigment-protein complexes are not much different from the 4. of the intact species (7-10%).
These light-harvesting pigment proteins consist of aggregates of small proteins (4, 12 carT is negligible. This may be true for the first two states, but the state P carT needs some discussion (1) . In this case the reaction center bacteriochlorophyll may still be excited, but due to the presence of the carotenoid triplet in the reaction center either the charge separation cannot occur, and the excitation is returned to the coupling pigment C, or charge separation can occur to form P+I-but the reaction center triplet state is not formed and the recombination again yields the excited state P*, which then returns the excitation to the coupling pigment. These mechanisms have to be further investigated.
If, however, appreciable net quenching would occur in the closed reaction center, then other mechanisms have to be invoked to explain the equalities of the fluorescence yields for different states of the reaction center and for reaction centerless preparations. It may be postulated that in the absence of the open state by a conformational change the coupling pigment is disconnected from the reaction center. Another mechanism, which obviously gives equations identical to those of our matrix model is one in which the energy transfer rate from antenna to coupling complex is as high as that between antenna molecules; in addition, by a conformational change, kc is small in the presence of an open reaction center and kc is large and the coupling complex detached from the reaction center, in the presence of a "closed" center.
DISCUSSION
The relatively low observed /, ratio can be reconciled with the observed high quantum yield for photochemical trapping by assuming that closed traps have marked quenching. This hypothesis may be correct for PSII of 02-evolving organisms, but it fails to explain the observation that the fluorescence yield in purple bacteria for a state of the reaction center containing P and a carotenoid triplet (P carT) was ashigh as that for a state containing P+ orpT; it would be a coincidence if the trapping efficiencies for these states were identical.
The simplest model we could devise to explain these and other phenomena without too many ad hoc hypotheses was a model containing, in addition to antenna molecules and reaction centers, a coupling complex mediating transfer of excitation energy from the antenna molecules to the reaction center. The coupling complex may be thought to consist of a protein in which one or a few bacteriochlorophyll molecules are the proper coupling elements. If the reaction center is in a so-called closed state (rc = 1), the relatively weak fluorescence quenching occurs mainly in the coupling device. The reaction center is assumed to be functionally detached from the coupling complex or to possess a negligible trapping rate in its closed states.
For the reaction center in the open state two different possibilities are considered, both consistent with the experimental evidence. The first one is the assumption of an appropriate low rate for transfer from the antennae to the coupling complex and a very high net transfer rate from the coupling complex to the reaction center. The rate constants for back transfer and quenching in the coupling pigment can be chosen such that high efficiency of trapping and low ratios of 4(l)/+(o) are obtained. The second possibility is that the quenching of the coupling complex disappears by a conformational change, due to the presence of the open state of the reaction center.
The presence of a coupling complex introduces a greater flexibility in excitation quenching and possibly of regulation of energy transfer. Such excitation quenching may reduce damage, resulting from side reactions starting from excited bacteriochlorophyll. In PSII, such quenching may not be needed, because the Chl a triplet state formed from the excited singlet state of Chl a is transferred with high efficiency to a carotenoid (1) . In purple bacteria, the efficiency of the analogous transfer is much lower (1 1).
If a coupling complex is present in PSII, its properties are not all the same as those postulated for the complex in purple bacteria; in the state P680+, analogous to the state P+ in bacteria, the fluorescence yield of PSII is relatively low. The same is true for PSI.
The models discussed should be considered as working hypotheses, and further experimental work will be necessary to check their validity. An attempt may be made to isolate a pigment protein of low fluorescent yield from weakly fluorescent aggregates of bacteriochlorophyll-protein complexes. It should be realized that the low yield of fluorescence of the coupling protein may be lost, if this complex is detached from the antenna protein.
Other more direct information about the coupling complex can be derived from its possible effect on the kinetics of energy transfer and charge separation, which in principle can be studied by measuring absorption, fluorescence, and luminescence kinetics in the sub-nanosecond region.
